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The journal has excellent focus upon various assessment yields and social determinant factors and 
empowers appropriating multidisciplinary articles. The journal conveys recurring pattern upgrades and 
consistent information as Research articles, Review articles, Case reports, Short correspondences, Mini 
Reviews, Commentaries, Image articles, Special issues, Thesis, etc. and give online access without any 
confinements or enrollments to the researchers around the globe. Diary is basically proposed upon the 
journal of leukemia. The specific focuses that are made sure about anyway not confined to be 
movements in Leukemia, Multiple Myeloma, Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia, Acute Myleoid 
Leukemia, Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia, Chronic Myleloid Leukemia, Hairy Cell Leukemia, 
Pediatric Leukemia, Leukemia drugs, Stem Cell Transplant, Plasma cell Leukemia, Mast cell Leukemia, 
Lymphoma Cancer, Lymphoma Symptoms, Spleen cancer, Acute Myelomonocytic Leukemia, 
Aleukemic Leukemia , Lymphosarcoma, Megakaryocytic Leukemia, Feline Leukemia complex. The 
journal is intended to propel the traditional pieces of pharmaceutical science including informative 
methods, definition, thing examination and exhibiting, quality control and quality affirmation in 
pharmaceutical assessment. The reported substance of the journal addresses the track of progress made 
in this field over the earlier year. The information gathered by the journal limits as resource of refined 
data for academicians, specialists, specialists, clinical and clinical specialists. The volume of information 
contained on the journal site is contributed by designers from different areas of the world. As a result of 
these reasons perusers hailing from contrasting capable establishments and zones are enthused about 
the journal content. With the steady course of our renowned editors we try to transform into the best. 
The activity of a publication administrator isn't straightforward; to sum up "An editor's activity is 
definitely not a happy one." Every day our editors are gone up against with choosing problematic 
choices about which articles can be dispersed in the journal and add to improving assessment. We see 
the essentialness of conveyance therefore we assess articles on the idea of the investigation, examination, 
data presentation, and making. All articles must have the support of the correct ethics leading body of 
trustees and follow the best investigation practices. There are a couple of upgrades during the decade 
that have been noteworthy examples in conveyance. The snappy addition in the availability and speed 
of the Internet and compact correspondences has been a noteworthy supporter of fast circulation. 
Access has now wandered into an enormous number of the remotest bits of the world to connect with 
more researchers. We advance our scholars work through customary tweets on twitter, Facebook and 
LinkedIn. We thank the total of our makers, article board people, investigators, and staff who have 
made the earlier decade powerful for the journal. In the next decade, we center to improve the quality 
and validness of the data circulated in our journal. We long for quality papers that address 
pharmaceutical sciences needs and are written in English to an overall standard. Papers that are of a 
high intelligent and good standard with appropriate quantifiable examination. If it’s all the same to you 
work with us to achieve our dream and the disperse quality assessment on journal of Leukemia. 


